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OPTIMAL CONTROLS FOR PARTIALLY OBSERVED DIFFUSION PROCESSES
In this paper wa shall try to describe e-optimal control functions for partially observed diffusions by means of discrete time systems of deference equations.
We are concerned with the following system of stochastic equations (1) dXj -f(X t , u(t ,Y) )dt +G(l tt u(t,Y))dW t , dY t -h(X t )dt + dV t with I 0 = x Q , Y 0 a 0, t e <0,1>, where fiR 2 -R, 6 «R 2 -•-R, hiR --Rj W, V are independent Brownian motions and u i <0,1> x C«0,1>) --R. C(<0,1>) denotes the space of all continuous, real functions <pi<0,1> -R. Definition 1* The funotion u is a casual funotion if and only if for every t <0»1> we have u(t,9) -u(t, <p') if <p B • (p' m , s^t, <p f f'e C«0,1>).
The problem is to minimise the cost functional " 1 J Pt^, u(t,Y) )dt + o(r,)
where FiR 2 -and 0»R --R. Definition 2.
A funotion ui<0,l>xC(<0,1> ) -R is an admissible control funotion if and only if u is a ca--1105 -sual and continuous funotion such that U Q for all te<0,1>, 9?eC«0,1>). The number M o is fixed.
It is well known that generally In this ease there is no optimal oontrol function. In fact, we shall try to find an ¿-optimal control funotion u by means of discrete time systems of the following equations I Xj -* 0 , ij -0, k - 
èi V^ Vz^
where {^j^.i» { T i}i.i ar< two independent Rademacher sequences.
The processes W». V a are independent and it is well known that (W*, V n ) tends weakly to (W, V)|, where V and V are independent Brownian motions (see For every natural number n the problem is to minimize the following cost functional -1106
According to Definition 2 let 11 denote the set of all admissible control functions u:<0,1>xC«0,1>) -< -M0,M0>.
Let n be fixed. The function u° appearing in (4) we shall treat as a control function u n t<0,1> C«0,1>)--M0,M0> defined by the formula (5) u fl (t,p) = û n (t£,çp0,p n Va)* 2°{t ' *k )x for tj^t<tj+1.
It is easy to see that u 11 is the continuous and oasual function. Therefore
Using the above notations we can define X n as a continuous time process. Namely we have The cost functional J fl [u n ] * J n [u°j oan be now represented by the formula
Let C>0 be a real fixed number. We make the following notations t A-j* « 0, °o)-• <0,oo) suoh that " X is a continuous increasing f emotion with lis Mt) -of, t-0+ > U\ -( be U t |a(t,9>) -u(t' t<p')\ <C sup \f--f' 1 + 1 . 0ss«1 + c|t-t'| + CM |t-t'| ). * is fixed J.
-1107 -
We make the following assumptions about the functions appearing in (1) and (2):
The functions f, 6 , h, F, G are bounded and continuous. Let n be a natural number, C>0 and AeAare fixed. Let the system (6) be given. Then under the conditions (8), (9) there exists an optimal control function u n in 'VIQ, Namely we have (14) J n [a n ] = inf J n [u n ].
u n e Vll The proof will be given in the sequel. We can formulate now the main result of this paper. Theorem 1. Let the systems of stochastic equations (1), (6) be given (may be defined on different probability spaces). Let us assume that the functions f, <? , h, F, G satisfy conditions (8)~(12). Then for every c >0 there exist C>0 and A e TV such that we have mulate the control problem on any probability space. To prove Theorem 1 we shall need some lemmas. Lemma 2.
Under the above assumptions we have
where $ iC«0tl)>)yC«0,R is a nonnegative continuous funotion given by the formula
where the processes X, Y and the stoohastic integral j h(X+)dYt O do not depend on u.
The proof is given in [3] . Lemma 3» Under the assumptions of Lemma 2 the family of functions j § ( u{ •),*) :u e is uniformly integrable with respect to W,.
Proof. On the other hand P, G, h are bounded and
is a martingale with respect to (^t^0<t<1 uflder Therefore there exists a constanl ueK, Finally we have there exists a constant D>0 such that ru<cD<:°° for every
A -*" 00 ij"
• k --0. Q.B.D.
-mi -Let epe «0,1». We define ^eCKO,!)) by the formula 9g if a < t <pt if 8>t.
Let K be a compact subset of C«0,1>). Ve define K = |ifeC«0,1>): y = cp t ,g>eK, 0<t«l}.
It is easy to see that K is a compaot subset of C{<0,1)>).
Lemma 4.
Let u e Hand K be a compact subset of C«0,1>). Then there exist uAand a eequa no e j u n e "Mq sCn>0, 1 n XI n=1,2,... | such that u (t,<p) g u(t,95) uni(formly with Tebpect to t e <0,1 > and 93 e K.
Proof. < 0,1>xK is a compact subset of < 0,1>xC«0,1>)
with the metric d [{t ,9), ( t' t<p')\ -sup | <pB-<p'a I + \t-t' | • i ni Let Iz 1 » n , z 2,n ,...,s] n ' | be a sequence of elements of <0,1> C(<0,1>) such that for every n we have
Let a£ and a£ be the functions i<0,1>xC«0,1> ) -H defined by the formulae Lemma 6. The family j U n '^Y n » ttn ,W n ,V n fB I1 ' un ) :u n e^f , n=1,2,...j is weakly compaot.
Proof. It suffices to show (see [4] ) that there exists a constant A>0 such that for every te <0,1> we have where Z n stands for J?'"*, Y n ' uX \ W®, V n or B^. where |f(x,y)| < M, | <5 (x,y)| si U for every x, y and 0^0 ¿1. Using the same method we can prove that the families | y n,u. n f u n eWt n«1,2,... } and {B n » ttfl , u n e%, n»1,2,...} are weakly oompaot. Obviously {w 0 , n»1 t 2,..»} and {v n , n»1 ( 2,...] are weakly oompaot* Therefore the proof of Lemma 6 la complete.
let Tie A and C>0 be fired and {i u t l D ) be desoribed by (6) where u e is applied (see Lemma 1)« According to Lemma 6, we can find a subsequence {tf} of {n} such that a sequenoe of distributions of (X n , Y n , ff n , V n ) tends weakly to a distribution of (X, Y, W, V). Now we are going to prove that the process (X, Y, V, V), defined on some probability space, satisfies (1). Theorem 2.
Let f,Q , h, P, G satisfy (8)-(l3). Let HA, C > 0 be fixed and u n e be described by Lemma 1. Let X n , Y n be the solution of (6), where u n is applied. Then there exists a subsequence |n'} of {n} such that we have -1117 -(18) distribution of (X n ' , T n ', w" , V Q ) oonvergeB weakly to a distribution of (X, Y, W, V) if n'--«>.
Moreover there exist u°e. ^^ and a probability space (Q, P, W, V, (^T) 0<tei1 ) such that (X, T) is defined on this probability spaoe and X, Y is the unique (with respeot to the distribution) solution of (1), where u°° is applied,
More precisely X, Y is the unique weak solution of (1/ ; where u°° is applied. Proof. The family {(X n ,Y n ,W n ,V n ) n=1,2,...| is weakly c ompaot. Therefore we can choose a subsequenoe j n } of {n) such that (18) is satisfied. Using the Skorochod theorem we can find a probability spaoe (Q, ?, P, Oi^xl Using the Arzela theorem (see [5] ) and the following estimate lv(s,9>) -v(t,if)| < C |-s-t| + Clip-if l| + OM |t-s| ) < q we obtain that Wc(Km) is a compact subset of C«0,1>xKm) with the topology generated by ||v|| «= sup |v(s,m)| . (8,9)e<0,1>xKm Let v£ = u n | , m=1,2,... or m = oo . We oan find l<0,1>xKm r i , m > "> n--°° a subsequenoe jn'f of |n| such that v" -u°° in cKo.Ox^) and a subsequence { n°} of {n'} such that viju°° in C«0,1> Kg). So we oan find a subsequenoe |qn| of {n} such that we have q _ lim v^it.p) = u~ (t,cp) for and
We shall write again n instead of qn for simplicity. The continuous and casual function u°° is defined now on ^Ojl^xK^ and it is easy to enlarge u°° such that u°°e VI We omit the details.
Let Z = jcoe Q : Y n (co) e K" and Y(co) e K«,}. Then P(Z) = 1.
lim Namely we have n-oo
It is easy to see that lim u n (t,Y n ) = u" (t,Y) for all ueZ.
-1119 - 
The probability expectation of the other components are zero. The funotion a is bounded and continuous, O^td, n=1,2,...J are uniformly integrable. Therefore we obtain 
